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Centurion Slot. Software: Barcrest Paylines: 20 Max Coins Per Spin: 250 Free Spins: Yes Scatter

symbol: Yes Multiplier: Yes Reels: 5 Min Coins Per Spin: 0.2 Autoplay Option: Yes Wild Symbol: Yes
Bonus Game: Yes Jackpot: $ 42,571.30 RTP: 95% Volatility: Medium. The free Centurion slot game has

a Roman themed slot to display the ancient history. Barcrest added a detailed grid of five reels draws
you to the numerous bonus features. It has twenty solid pay lines. The game has very sharp jawlines and

chiseled chins that await your entry into the arena. It provides you with an ancient experience as the
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entire Rome is there to watch you play. The Centurion slot machine has many bonuses and unique
features. The bonuses are randomly triggered during the row of spins. The machine has nine regular

symbols and two special symbols. Below is a list of some of the bonus symbols: Super bonus reels – this
is an opportunity to win an extra round which is determined by the appearance of the gratis tokens. The

reelus Maximus . It is a chance to get across twenty pay lines and occurs once three of five columns
merge, and one icon appears after the spinning has stopped. The five of a kind wins represents a bonus
symbol that leads to winning the cash prize. The amount to be won depends on the card that will appear
five times on the screen. If a wild symbol appears, then it substitutes more than one sign. The five of a

kind sign is a good sign once it appears on the table. Best Online Casinos to Play for Real Money. Skol
Casino up to $1300 + 250 Bonus Spins Play Now Casino Cruise 55 Free Spins + 100% up to $/£/€200
+ 200 Free Spins Play Now Vulkan Vegas Up to CA$/€/$1,000 + 125 Free Spins Play Now Only the first
and the second deposit made within 7 days after the activation of the bonus are taken into account with

the offer. Max bonus amount for the first deposit is €300; for the second starting from €15 —€400, for the
second starting from €50 — €700. 30x wagering requirements for free spins and 40x for bonuses. The
maximum bet allowed when playing with bonus money is of $/C$/€5. More Barcrest Free Slot Games.
The Different Features. The Centurion slot machine has four in-reel features that can be won and bonus

features Buffalo slots online. Get to blow your trumpet when the colossal symbols appear on your screen.
They take the place of six symbols and ensure that you win. Below is a list of the features. Caesar’s
freerolls feature. It turns two reels once you enter the extra mode player. This feature determines the

number of free rounds and the round with the multiplier. Prizes on the parade feature allow you to land on
different elements in the field that will determine your win or next move. The road to Rome feature lets
you move around the board by rolling the dice. The dice give you the number of steps to move and the

direction to move to on the board. Wild power spins awards the player with wild powers. Special feature.
It is activated once a Roman trumpet appears from a bush. Twenty paylines are offered here, while the

other game offered by WMS’s Zeus slots to play for free includes 30 paylines and unique bonus features
that are more profitable even than the extra popular Centurion slot. Free Spins and Bonuses. You get to
enjoy a free round if you are a new member. There is also the option of spinning the bonus wheel, which
will earn you free spins. The free spins give you the opportunity of revealing a multiplier. Press the play

now button and get redirected to the bonuses and the special features. As well try to play Spartacus slot
machine played for free. Playing Centurion Slot for Free and Earning Real Money. Numerous benefits

arise from the evolution of the gaming industry. They have introduced free slot machine games. You can
now play the Centurion by clicking on the play for free button. The button will direct you to the casino

page, where you only need to register and earn real money. Players must deposit money through either
Master Card PayPal or any other listed mode of payment. The bet lines show the bet ranges. The

maximum bet is €1and the minimum €0.01, but this depends on the model. To play on the slot machines,
you are required to insert notes into the slots and select the bet amount. The bill will then be converted

into credits that will be available as you place your bet. The Mobile Version of the Slot. The latest version
works on mobiles. It has an Android and an iOS version to cater to the different groups of people’s

needs. Centurion can now be played on your mobile. Enjoy the game in the comfort of your home by just
using your device. Winning Tips. Online Centurion slot machine has different features that make it

profitable. Take advantage of the random bonuses and stand a chance of winning a jackpot. Do not be
misled by your last game or by emotions. Control them and stand a chance of winning every time you

play. Replenish your account after each withdrawal and ensure that you spread out your bet to increase
your winning chances. Retriggering sets off another round of free spins, and you get to double your

wager earnings. The developers from the Inspired Gaming Software provider stand behind this pokie
designed according to the Ancient Rome motifs. It comes with a standard 5×3 reel arrangement (5 reels

and three-bet lines) with a total number of 20 paylines overspread across this gameplay setup! Basic
Info. The size of a single coin and the value of the bet per line can’t be modified. A bettor can adjust only
the total bet, which goes from 0.2 up to 250 coins, which is the value occupied by the maximum bet. The

symbols consist of regular ones plus the bonus (scatter) and the wild. The jackpot prize is non-
progressive, and it carries a payout of 400 times the player’s wager per one line. This game offers a
wide range of features that can bring various prizes in multipliers, free spins and coins. An autoplay

mode is embedded, and it allows the player to adjust up to 100 automatic attempts. A quick spin mode
is also available. This game can be played on all devices since there is also a mobile version of it. This

version is supported by the following platforms: iOS, Android and Windows. There is no need for
download or registration. This pokie can be accessed directly via the device’s internet browser in instant



play mode. The only requirement is a pre-installed Adobe Flash player. Demo mode (absolutely free of
charge) is available, as well as playing for real money. Additional Features. All additions can be divided

into two major groups: Bonuses, which are being triggered by the occurrence of three or more bonus
tokens in any position on the screen; Reel modifiers, which bring a sure addition to the gameplay setup
from the base game. Centurion Bonuses. The first group contains the following: parade feature, in which
a bettor should click the “Stop” button to halt the flashing light on the first of three offered shields. These
shields contain either a prize in multipliers or a pointer, which moves the player to the next shield with

bigger prizes. Caesar’s addition brings one a certain number of costless attempts. The player needs to
start two wheels rolling, so he can reveal the number of complimentary rounds and the multiplier that

applies to all payouts acquired during these rounds. The third edition brings a bettor to the route towards
Rome. One needs to move the Centurion across the board according to the number of the previously

rolled dice. The main prize can be won when it reaches either the playing field or the rectangle occupying
the central position. The fourth bonus brings one to three free wild spins in which several reels covered in

wilds rise from 1 up to 3. Modifiers. Four of them exist, and they are randomly activated throughout the
base game: Reelus Maximus – places giant symbols on the gameplay setup. Super Bonus Reels –

brings a certain number of additional bonus tokens to facilitate the activation of previously mentioned
bonuses. Casinos to Play Centurion At. The following casinos have this pokie in their game collection:
All Irish Casino – the first and second deposit with a 50% match up to €500 plus 22 no complementary

deposit spins; Casumo Casino – a welcoming package up to the amount of €1200 plus 200
complimentary spins; Slotty Vegas Casino – a welcoming offer up to €500 plus 50 complimentary spins.

Withdrawal terms subject to the casino’s Terms & Conditions. 
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